Which Rainbow Magic fairies have you met?

The Rainbow Fairies
- #7: Penny the Pony Fairy
- #6: Molly the Goldfish Fairy
- #5: Harriet the Hamster Fairy
- #4: Lauren the Puppy Fairy
- #3: Georgia the Guinea Pig Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Pet Fairies
- #7: Lucy the Diamond Fairy
- #5: Amy the Amethyst Fairy
- #4: Chloe the Topaz Fairy
- #3: Emily the Emerald Fairy
- #2: Scarlett the Garnet Fairy
- #1: Ruby the Ruby Fairy

The Jewel Fairies
- #7: Hayley the Rain Fairy
- #4: Goldie the Sunshine Fairy
- #3: Pearl the Cloud Fairy
- #2: Abigail the Breeze Fairy
- #1: Crystal the Snow Fairy

The Sports Fairies
- #7: Courtney the Clownfish Fairy
- #6: Whitney the Whale Fairy
- #5: Stephanie the Starfish Fairy
- #4: Tess the Sea Turtle Fairy
- #3: Pia the Penguin Fairy
- #2: Amelie the Seal Fairy
- #1: Ally the Dolphin Fairy

The Ocean Fairies
- #7: Isabelle the Ice Dance Fairy
- #6: Serena the Salsa Fairy
- #5: Jessica the Jazz Fairy
- #4: Morgan the Midnight Fairy
- #3: Nia the Night Owl Fairy
- #2: Lexi the Firefly Fairy
- #1: Ava the Sunset Fairy

The Dance Fairies
- #7: Bethany the Ballet Fairy
- #6: Jessica the Jazz Fairy
- #5: Serena the Salsa Fairy
- #4: Tasha the Tap Dance Fairy
- #3: Rebecca the Rock ’n’ Roll Fairy
- #2: Jane the Jazz Fairy
- #1: Sara the Salsa Fairy

The Music Fairies
- #7: Poppy the Piano Fairy
- #6: Amy the Amethyst Fairy
- #5: Polly the Party Fun Fairy
- #4: Collette the Classical Fairy
- #3: Enya the Ethereal Fairy
- #2: Lila the Lullaby Fairy
- #1: Poppy the Piano Fairy

The Party Fairies
- #7: Cherry the Cake Fairy
- #6: Jasmine the Present Fairy
- #5: Ivory the Ice Cream Fairy
- #4: Jessie the Jester Fairy
- #3: Edie the Entertainer Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Princess Fairies
- #7: Hope the Happiness Fairy
- #6: Eliza the Enchantress Fairy
- #5: Lizzie the Sweet Treat Fairy
- #4: Betsy the Birthday Fairy
- #3: Joy the Joy Fairy
- #2: Beatrice the Belle Fairy
- #1: Florence the Friend Fairy

The Superstar Fairies
- #7: Miranda the Beauty Fairy
- #6: Claudia the Accessories Fairy
- #5: Madeline the Makeup Fairy
- #4: Lisa the Lollipop Fairy
- #3: Sarah the Sparkle Fairy
- #2: Jennifer the Jewellery Fairy
- #1: Miranda the Makeover Fairy

The Fashion Fairies
- #7: Lila the Lollipop Fairy
- #6: Frankie the Fashion Fairy
- #5: Brooke the Photographer Fairy
- #4: Melissa the Makeover Fairy
- #3: Andrea the Accessories Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Sugar & Spice Fairies
- #7: Lola the Fashion Show Fairy
- #6: Samantha the Swimming Fairy
- #5: Abigail the Amethyst Fairy
- #4: Isabelle the Air Fairy
- #3: المهنيidades el Caffeine Fairy
- #2: Zoe the Skating Fairy
- #1: Alex the Alien Fairy

The Earth Fairies
- #7: Nina the Birthday Cake Fairy
- #6: Layla the Cotton Candy Fairy
- #5: Sophia the Snow Swan Fairy
- #4: Lily the Lion Fairy
- #3: Morgan the Midnight Fairy
- #2: Abigail the Breeze Fairy
- #1: Rosa the Rose Fairy

The Sports Fairies
- #7: Penny the Pony Fairy
- #6: Molly the Goldfish Fairy
- #5: Harriet the Hamster Fairy
- #4: Lauren the Puppy Fairy
- #3: Georgia the Guinea Pig Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Pet Fairies
- #7: Lucy the Diamond Fairy
- #6: Amy the Amethyst Fairy
- #5: Chloe the Topaz Fairy
- #4: Emily the Emerald Fairy
- #3: Scarlett the Garnet Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Jewel Fairies
- #7: Hayley the Rain Fairy
- #6: Pearl the Cloud Fairy
- #5: Abigail the Breeze Fairy
- #4: Morgan the Midnight Fairy
- #3: Nia the Night Owl Fairy
- #2: Lexi the Firefly Fairy
- #1: Ava the Sunset Fairy

The Ocean Fairies
- #7: Jessie the Jester Fairy
- #6: Brooke the Photographer Fairy
- #5: Isabella the Air Fairy
- #4: Sarah the Sparkle Fairy
- #3: Edie the Entertainer Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Dance Fairies
- #7: Bethany the Ballet Fairy
- #6: Jessica the Jazz Fairy
- #5: Serena the Salsa Fairy
- #4: Tasha the Tap Dance Fairy
- #3: Rebecca the Rock ’n’ Roll Fairy
- #2: Jane the Jazz Fairy
- #1: Sara the Salsa Fairy

The Music Fairies
- #7: Poppy the Piano Fairy
- #6: Amy the Amethyst Fairy
- #5: Polly the Party Fun Fairy
- #4: Collette the Classical Fairy
- #3: Enya the Ethereal Fairy
- #2: Lila the Lullaby Fairy
- #1: Poppy the Piano Fairy

The Party Fairies
- #7: Cherry the Cake Fairy
- #6: Jasmine the Present Fairy
- #5: Ivory the Ice Cream Fairy
- #4: Jessie the Jester Fairy
- #3: Edie the Entertainer Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Princess Fairies
- #7: Hope the Happiness Fairy
- #6: Eliza the Enchantress Fairy
- #5: Lizzie the Sweet Treat Fairy
- #4: Betsy the Birthday Fairy
- #3: Jennifer the Jewellery Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Superstar Fairies
- #7: Miranda the Beauty Fairy
- #6: Claudia the Accessories Fairy
- #5: Madeline the Makeup Fairy
- #4: Lisa the Lollipop Fairy
- #3: Andrea the Accessories Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy

The Fashion Fairies
- #7: Lola the Fashion Show Fairy
- #6: Samantha the Swimming Fairy
- #5: Sophia the Snow Swan Fairy
- #4: Lily the Lion Fairy
- #3: Deborah the Diamond Fairy
- #2: Abigail the Breeze Fairy
- #1: Rosa the Rose Fairy

The Sugar & Spice Fairies
- #7: Lola the Fashion Show Fairy
- #6: Samantha the Swimming Fairy
- #5: Sophia the Snow Swan Fairy
- #4: Lily the Lion Fairy
- #3: Deborah the Diamond Fairy
- #2: Abigail the Breeze Fairy
- #1: Rosa the Rose Fairy

The Earth Fairies
- #7: Nina the Birthday Cake Fairy
- #6: Layla the Cotton Candy Fairy
- #5: Abigail the Amethyst Fairy
- #4: Isabelle the Air Fairy
- #3: Deborah the Diamond Fairy
- #2: Bella the Bunny Fairy
- #1: Charlotte the Cat Fairy